TOURISM’S POTENTIAL TO BENEFIT ECUADOR’S POOR

The 2018 Thea Sinclair Award

Tourism development has long been discussed as having potential to promote economic growth and alleviate poverty in developing countries. In an award-winning paper, Rosen College researchers Dr. Robertico Croes and Dr. Manuel Rivera use a novel model – the Social Accounting Matrix (SAM), to assess the impact of tourism development using Ecuador as an example. Their focus? To examine whether the poor, in particular, benefit from increased levels of tourism.

You might assume (and not without reason) that tourism can help improve the living standards of those in poverty. It is something that Western travelers often tell themselves and others in order to justify travel to less economically developed countries, and the intrusion on places where quality of life is much lower than their own. The positive impact of tourism on poor communities has been described in previous studies (Croes & Vanegas, 2008) as a trickle-down effect, where the boost to the domestic economy from international tourism eventually benefits everyone. However, thinking on this is beginning to change. Might it be possible that international tourism actually effects positive change disproportionately for the poorest? Could it even contribute to the advancement of social equality? If the development of tourism within developing economies does indeed offer a ‘pro-poor’ solution to economic growth, this could be of major importance to economic policy makers around the world.

PRO-POOR POSSIBILITIES

In a recent demonstration of the high-quality research undertaken at Rosen College of Hospitality Management, Dr. Robertico Croes and Dr. Manuel Rivera’s 2017 article in Tourism Economics won the journal’s 2018 Thea Sinclair Award for Journal Article Excellence. Their novel approach, using a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) to model the flows of capital between different industrial sectors and households, adds to the discussion of tourism development within developing countries as a means of creating pro-poor growth. They suggest that increases in the levels of international tourism within developing countries directly relate to rises in income amongst the poorest within society that are higher than those experienced by other citizens. In other words, the poorest citizens see their absolute incomes increase, but their incomes also increase relative to more well-off citizens. This finding is at odds with how a trickle-down effect has previously been understood to affect the poor.

Ecuador has one of the highest levels of inequality in South America and almost half of its population lives in poverty. In particular, there is a strong economic disparity between rural and urban populations. It also has one of the fastest growing tourism industries in South America. The sector currently accounts for 5.3% of GDP, with over 300,000 people directly employed in tourist-related jobs. These
factors combined make it the perfect case study for a look into the effects of tourism on poverty-stricken populations. Croes and Rivera aimed to explore how an additional $10 million increase in the international demand for tourism would be re-distributed throughout the Ecuadorian economy.

To investigate whether the effects of tourism on those in poverty are more immediate than a slow trickle-down, Croes and Rivera asked two key questions using Ecuador as an example. Does tourism benefit the poorest people within developing societies? And if this is the case, do the poorest citizens from developing countries disproportionately benefit i.e., can tourism reduce inequality?

PRO-POOR ECUADOR?
To evaluate whether tourism in Ecuador is pro-poor, Croes and Rivera used a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM). Until now, this method has rarely been used in studies relating to the economic consequences of tourism development. SAM models represent the movement of capital flows across different sectors within a country over a single year – they can be thought of as a ‘snapshot’ of the economy during that time. SAM models also allow the impact of external influences on domestic economies to be illustrated.

The SAM of Ecuador was developed using Ecuadorian government national accounts data from 2008 and household income data from the 2010 census. The researchers wanted to be able to view the impact of tourism development according to income level as well as reflect the pronounced rural/urban income disparity. The population was therefore split according to income level into five quintiles for rural populations and five quintiles for urban populations.

Firstly, due to the multiplier effect that tourism spending creates, Croes and Rivera found that the $10 million increase in the demand for tourism produced an associated $23 million dinner in a restaurant. In turn the restaurant will either consume goods from producers in other sectors or pay its own staff wages, which will be spent elsewhere (Akkermans, 2012). The researchers demonstrated that approximately 60% of tourist-related income was accrued to service industries. Also, around 65% of the economic gain that tourism produces is received as either remuneration (e.g. wages) or mixed income. The mixed income metric includes self-employed earnings. Poorer quintiles rely on self-employment for up to 90% of their pay. This suggests that it is

STRIKINGLY, THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TOURISM DEVELOPMENT SAW WAGES RISE BY 31% MORE IN THE LOWEST QUINTILE GROUPS WHEN COMPARED WITH THE HIGHEST.
THIS RE-DISTRIBUTION OF INCOMES CONFIRMS THAT TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IS A PRO-POOR METHOD OF DELIVERING GROWTH WHICH HAS THE POTENTIAL TO REDUCE INEQUALITY.

likely in this case that poorer households do disproportionately benefit from tourist spending.

Using the SAM methodology, the authors concluded that a 10% increase in the international demand for tourism boosted incomes across all income-ranked quintiles. Strikingly, the economic impact of tourism development saw wages rise by 31% more in the lowest quintile groups when compared with the highest. People in the lowest quintile gained most from tourism when compared to their national share of average, with people in the top quintile seeing their share of tourism-related income fall below the national average. This re-distribution of incomes confirms that tourism development is a pro-poor method of delivering growth which has the potential to reduce inequality.

Many of the poorest citizens in Ecuador are not directly employed in the tourist industry, meaning that the indirect benefits households gain from increased tourism are more important to the poorest groups. Croes and Rivera suggest that 78.35% of the total economic effects of increased tourism are acquired by households, reflecting the strong links between industry sectors. These strong links provide an explanation of the multiplier impact of tourist-based spending in Ecuador. Notably, 85% of the benefits derived from tourism development went to urban areas. The location of tourist hotspots is therefore important and more rural-based attractions need to be developed in order to assist the rural poor.

PRO-POOR RESEARCH AND POLICY-MAKING
It would appear that tourism development meets both the absolute and relative definitions of pro-poor growth, and that it is an effective strategy for addressing poverty issues in countries of a similar economic status to Ecuador. In addition, there are some clear implications for the wider research and policy community. The SAM is clearly demonstrated to be an appropriate technique to evaluate the diffusion of income within an economy. Detailed data is not required in order to utilize a SAM, ideal when studying the interactions that occur within a developing country’s economy. Policy-makers should take heed of the fact that the study also highlighted that Where tourists spend their money is important, with hotels and restaurants noted as particularly beneficial. The strong links across sectors related to tourism are also key in spreading and multiplying tourist spending and should be nurtured. Ecuadorian policy-makers should, however, not ignore the fact that currently 84% of the benefits are going to urban households; an emphasis on developing infrastructure in rural Ecuador would spread the economic benefits of tourism more equitably.

The Ecuadorian government do already plan to spend $660 million over four years to promote Ecuador as a destination and improve infrastructure, so it looks as if the pro-poor phenomenon will continue to play out in Ecuador as Croes and Rivera have so carefully plotted. With the new detailed data in the policy-makers’ hands, we can also hope that wealth can now be distributed more evenly across urban and rural communities; this research may pave the way for real social good.
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THE SHARE OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS VISITING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES HAS STEADILY INCREASED OVER THE YEARS.